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Cyprus - The home of your intellectual property assets 



The IP Box Regime

What is an IP Regime ?

q The IP regime ( patent box, innovation box) is a 
corporate tax regime.

q It is used by many countries to provide incentives for 
R&D, by taxing revenues associated with Intellectual 
Property.

q IP Assets can be relocated without significant costs

What is Intellectual Property ?

q Intellectual property (IP) refers to creations of the 
mind, such as inventions; literary and artistic works; 
designs; and symbols, names and images used 
in commerce.



Cyprus is probably the most attractive country for the establishment of an Intellectual Property 
holding and development company.

Main feautures of the Cyprus IP Box Regime

q 80% of the qualifying profits earned from qualifying intangible assets will be allowed as a tax-deductible expense

q Only 20% of income is subject to tax, for IP Box Regime in Cyprus. The tax in Cyprus is 12.5%.

q The 80% tax deductible expense can result to an effective tax rate of as low as 2.5 %.

q 0% tax on the gain from disposal of IP assets as a capital nature transactions

q Up to 20 years amortisation period — this might lead to effective tax rates lower than 2.%

The IP Box Regime of Cyprus



Qualifying assets

Qualifying assets, are assets that are either, acquired, developed, or exploited in the course of a business of

q Intellectual property and

q the result of R&D activities.

Qualifying Assets of the IP Regime

Examples of Qualifying Assets 
• Patents
• Computer software,
• Utility models, 
• Other IP assets (non-obvious)

Qualifying assets do not include trademarks eg.: 
brands, image rights and other IP used for the 

marketing of goods and services.



The Nexus Fraction Formula QP = 𝐎𝐈 𝐱 𝐐𝐔 #. 𝐔𝐄
𝐎𝐄

Qualifying profit (QP) is the proportion of the overall income (OI) derived from the qualifying
asset, corresponding to the fraction of the qualifying expenditure (QE) plus the uplift
expenditure (UE) over the overall expenditure (OE) incurred for the qualifying intangible asset.

This is calculated using the nexus fraction formula. The terms of the formula are explain below.

Qualifying Profit



Overall Income (OI) 

The gross income in a tax 
year less and direct 

expenses of this asset. 

OI includes but is not 
limited to:

q Royalties, 
q trading income received 

for the use of the 
qualifying asset,  

q Licence income 

Qualifying Expendirure (QE) 

The sum of R&D costs within a 
tax year, for developing , 

improving or creating qualifying 
assets. 

QE includes but is not limited to:

q wages and salaries
q direct costs
q general expenses relating to 

installations used for R&D
q commission expenses 

associated with R&D activities
q costs associated with R&D 

activities that have been 
outsourced to non-related 
persons

Uplift Expenditure (UE) 

The up-lift expenditure 
(UE) is the lower of: 

q 30% of the QE and

q The total acquisition 
cost of the Qualifying 
Asset and any R&D 
costs outsourced

Overall Expenditure (OE)

The sum of :

q the qualifying 
expenditure

q the total cost of 
acquisition of the 
qualifying assets, plus 
the cost of outsourcing 
to related parties of 
any R&D activities. 

Ingredients of the Nexus Fraction Formula



The Cyprus Company should be able to demonstrate that it incurs qualifying 
expenditures in order to be able to claim the 80% exemption on its qualifying profits 
such as: 

q Wages and Salaries for research and development

q Direct Costs 

q General expenses relating to the facilities used for research and development 

q Expenses for supplies relating to research and development 

q Expenditure relating to research and development which has been outsourced 
to an unrelated party 

Points to Note

But they do not include: 

q Cost of acquisition of intangible assets 

q Interest paid or payable 

q Costs for the acquisition or development of immovable property

q Amounts paid or payable directly or indirectly to a related party to conduct research and 
development irrespective of whether these amounts relate to a cost sharing agreement 

q Cost which cannot be proved that related directly to the Qualifying Asset 



q If the Cyprus company has only income from the intellectual property and not qualifying
expenditures, (e.g. the asset has already been developed abroad) then will be taxed on its net profits
(e.g. royalty income less expenses incurred in the course of the business) on the tax rate of 12,5%
which remains one of the lowest in the European Union.

q Dividends distributed back to the non-resident investors are tax free in Cyprus.

q The Cyprus Company may be able to be meet the conditions for the Cyprus IP Regime, if it is able
to demonstrate that it is further developing the asset (carrying our relevant Research and
Development in Cyprus or abroad in a taxable branch).

q Physical substance in Cyprus is essential.

Points to Note



Tax rate 

q Cyprus             2.5%

q Hungary          4.5%; 

q Luxembourg   5.2%; 

q Netherlands   7%.

Deduction 
Rates

q Cyprus 80%

q Hungary 50%,

q Belgium 85%,

q Luxembourg 80%

Overall Limit of 
Reduction

q Cyprus – no overall limit of deduction.  

q Belgium with 100% of pre-tax income, 

q and Hungary: 50% of pre-tax income.

Cyprus IP Regime compared with other European countries



1. SET UP - a Cyprus based company wholly owned by the owner of the
Qualifying Asset.

2. TRANSFER - the qualifying asset’s ownership, to the Cyprus company

3. LICENCE - through the Cyprus company, to other companies the rights to
use the qualifying asset

4. ORGANISE- your IP box structure

5. BENEFIT - from the Cyprus IP Box Regime

The Roadmap to Benefits



In the event of any query or need for clarification

please contact us at info@demlaw.com.cy

This publication has been written in general terms. It cannot be relied on to cover 
specific situations; application of the principles set out will depend upon 
considering a company’s circumstances. 

For the application of the principles set out above, we recommend obtaining 
professional guidance. 
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